A fault diagnosis method using improved pattern spectrum (IP S) and F OA−SV M is proposed. Improved pattern spectrum is introduced for feature extraction by employing morphological erosion operator, and this feature is able to present fault information for roller bearing on different scales. Simulation analysis is processed and shows that, the value of IP S has a steady distinction among different fault types and the calculating amount is less than traditional method. After feature extraction, SV M with F OA, which can help with seeking optimal parameters, is employed for pattern recognition. Experiments were conducted, and the proposed method is verified by roller bearing vibration data including different fault types. The classification accuracy of the proposed approach on training is 87.5% ( 21 24 ) and reaches 91.7% ( 44 48 ) in a testing data set. The analysis shows that the method has a good diagnosis effect and an acceptable recognition result.
INTRODUCTION
A roller bearing is a key mechanical component. It is meaningful to propose an efficient fault diagnosis technique for its reliability. Vibration signal processing is widely used for the reason that vibration signals are sensitive to structural dynamics condition variation. 1 Therefore, it is feasible to excavate faulty features in the vibration signals with efficient techniques. Three basic process of diagnosis technique contains data collection, feature extraction and diagnostic methods. 2 As to the step of feature extraction, when roller bearings are in the running condition, the non-liner feature is distinct because of some non-liner factors. 3 For this reason, the linearbased processing methods are not able to analyze working conditions accurately. Considering the non-linear feature of the vibration signal, some non-linear analytical techniques offer a feasible way in processing the non-liner characteristics of a roller bearing, such as information entropy, fractal dimensions, and so on.
Among the non-linear analytical techniques, the mathematical morphological particle analysis is able to describe the shape changing information on different scales, it is apt to analyze the essence of signal on different levels. 4, 5 This method is widely used in the area of image feature description, image segmentation, and image restoration. [6] [7] [8] There are some studies in fault feature extraction of mechanical signals. 9, 10 Considering a poor effect existing in fault diagnosis with pattern spectrum (P S), a morphological erosion operator is introduced in the mathematical morphological particle analysis. A definition of improved pattern spectrum (IP S) is proposed. Considering the advantages of this method in feature description, IP S is proposed for the feature extraction.
As to the step of diagnostic method, it is significant after selecting IP S in feature extraction. A typical artificial neural network (AN N ) needs sufficient samples, which are not prac-tical. 11 Taking statistical learning theory as the basis, support vector machines (SV M ) are able to obtain an optimal solution for local and global. 12 For the advantages in high accuracy and smaller sample number, SV M is brought into machines fault diagnosis. [13] [14] [15] It is researched that parameters selection influence the effect of SV M . In order to get an optimal combination, fruit fly optimization algorithm (F OA) is brought in parameters optimizing of SV M in this paper.
In conclusion, a diagnostic method is developed based on improved pattern spectrum and F OA − SV M . The method of IP S brought in is feature extraction, and SV M with F OA is chosen as a diagnostic model. First, a vibrating signal is analyzed based on the IP S method and forms an efficient feature set. Then, five statistic parameters are calculated as the feature set. Finally, the five-dimension feature is input to SV M and the parameters are optimized with F OA. Fault types can be identified with this method. The proposed method is verified by roller bearing vibration data including different fault types.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces pattern spectrum. A definition of IP S is proposed in Section 3. In Section 4, fault diagnosis flow using IP S and SV M is concluded, and in Section 5, the proposed method is verified, and the results are discussed. Finally, the conclusion of this paper is given in Section 6.
PATTERN SPECTRUM THEORY
Pattern spectrum is based on mathematical morphological particle analysis, which is an effective theory in dealing with image granularity and shape features. The basic thought is to analyze images using structuring elements with different size and shape, getting internal characteristics of the images finally.
Mathematical morphological particle analysis is defined as a set of image transformation as Ψ = {ψ λ }λ ≥ 0, which should satisfy the following three conditions: 4
